Articles –
Customer-Focused Self-Service Not an Oxymoron
A look at the top tools and strategies to enhance the customer’s self-service experience — and open their
minds to the power of automation.
Articles and whitepapers abound about how best to wean customers away from comparatively expensive liveagent assistance and, instead, get them to embrace the power of self-service applications.
Unfortunately, we also often hear about how contact centers — after efforts to achieve the above objective — end up
angering and alienating a healthy chunk of their customer base.
While the latter stories are true, they are not inevitable. That is, there is nothing inherently flawed with, nor evil about,
self-service; in fact, there are many instances when customers not only will tolerate an automated interaction with
your company, but actually welcome it.
For every three or four tales of self-service chaos, there is probably at least one of a contact center that has achieved ample
success — from both a cost-saving and a customer satisfaction standpoint — via its IVR and/or online self-service
applications.
The key difference between centers that fail and those that succeed is that the former tend to focus more on contact
economics, while the latter tend to focus on customer experiences, says Ken Landoline, program manager with Yankee
Group‟s Enterprise Research group.
“Self-service investments focused solely on cost-reduction benefits are no longer a competitive differentiator. Improving the
customer experience is now the goal of leading centers. When implemented properly, self-service can be a win-win solution
for the customer and for the enterprise.”
Centers that focus on the customer experience don‟t try to ram self-service down customers‟ throats. Instead, they carefully
analyze the best self-service technologies and options for their particular customer base, and then strive to achieve an artful
balance between automation and live agent assistance. Top centers recognize that sometimes the ideal

solution for a customer will be to complete a transaction via a speech-based IVR system;
sometimes it will be to obtain information or assistance from an online knowledgebase; other
times, the customer will need or want to speak to a live agent to solve a critical issue; and still
other times, a combination of service methods might be required or preferred.
“The way to treat customers is how they want to be treated,” says Landoline. “Self-service should not translate to less
service.”

Tools and Tactics for Customer-Focused Self-Service
While leading contact centers do not force self-service on customers and understand that live-agent assistance is often
critical, these centers do invest in the most dynamic and user-friendly self-service applications available to open customers‟
eyes to the power of automation. Having such systems in place not only enhances the customer‟s self-service experience
and increases the likelihood that they will embrace autonomous channels during future contacts, it also frees agents to focus
on the most complex and value-laden customer contacts — those that would not be best handled via self-service.
Following are a few of the key self-service practices and innovative applications — for both IVR and Web self-service — that

top contact centers use to win over even the staunchest automation adversaries:

Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
Embrace advanced speech recognition (ASR): Traditional touchtone IVR systems are going the way
of the dodo. In their place are ASR-driven IVR apps that enable centers to vastly reduce the
number of steps callers must take to get what they need. Powered by natural language
processing, ASR enables customers to cut through unnecessary menu options by stating exactly
what they want (e.g., “I would like to change my mailing address.”) In addition, advanced speech
recognition applications provide an unmatched level of security: once customers “register” their
voice in the IVR, their voice patterns are recognized during future transactions (each person has a
unique voice pattern that cannot be duplicated or changed).
“The world in which the traditional IVR platform developed and matured is long gone — and the difference is as evident as
the difference between day and night,” says Doug B. Brown, vice president of eLoyalty‟s Architecture and Call Center
Practice areas. “…This is not your father‟s IVR — it‟s better, easier and cheaper, and the bottom line is that organizations
need to understand what it is and how it is different so they can best take advantage of this exciting technology.”
Exciting yes, but not perfect, especially if the contact center rushes through the critical process of dialogue design — how
the system/caller interaction is scripted. Dialogue design can spell the difference between a speech-driven IVR application
that customers want to use and one that they want to blow up. As Bruce Pollock, a speech recognition consultant with West
Corporation, says: “You can have the highest quality speech software in the world, but if your call center speech application
interface is not intuitive to callers, you‟ll have recognition problems — not because of the speech engine, but because of
poor dialogue design.”
Pollock adds that, while the vendor may be the scripting master, it‟s up to the contact center client to play an active role in
the process. This will not only ensure that the center‟s managers and IT people understand the call flows and prompts, but
also that the dialogue design is in line with the center‟s corporate culture and caters to the center‟s specific customers.

Incorporate CTI. As effective as speech IVR can be as a pure self-service tool, often the caller will want to, or have to,
speak to a live agent. And there are few things more frustrating for customers than, after telling the IVR system what they
want to do and providing their account number (or other information), having to repeat the exact same information to the
agent who later handles their call.
Centers with CTI-enabled speech recognition eliminate such customer frustration, and shorten call lengths, by investing in
applications that integrate the voice and the data portions of a call, and then deliver that information to agents‟ desktops.
Customers aren‟t the only ones who will appreciate the intelligent transfer. CTI will likely keep your agents from gritting their
teeth or hiding in the break room. “Most call center speech applications require [agent] backup for numerous reasons,” says
Pollock. “Look for an opportunity to use CTI to „close the integration gap‟ so that [agents] can have access to what your
callers speak into the speech system — and don‟t have to repeat the same questions when initiating their portion of the call.”

Enhance interactions with personalization. Automation and personalization are not mutually exclusive; the more
customized a self-service application is, the more eagerly customers will embrace it. That‟s why more contact centers are
banking on personalized speech recognition — one of the hottest trends in speech recognition today.
These applications gather and store specific data about individual customers and use that information to customize
responses and speed transactions with callers during future interactions. The most common example is the use of “skip

lists,” where the application — after recognizing an established customer based on their phone number or other information
— skips over options that do not apply to that particular customer. With such an application in place, a customer who calls
weekly to check his account balance could be greeted with, “Hello Mr. Johnson, would you like to check your balance
again?” Or a customer who requested to speak Spanish on their last two transactions could be greeted instantly in Spanish
the next time they call.
“Through some simple programming and a good text-to-speech engine, callers will perceive that the application has been
personalized for them,” explains Paul Kowal, president of Kowal Associates, a customer relationship management
consulting firm in Boston. “For a call center interested in deploying a personalized speech recognition application, the
benefits are many and the costs are small compared to those benefits.”

Explore “guided speech” IVR. Regardless of how much effort the center puts into making self-service engaging and userfriendly, there will be the occasional glitch here and there, or customers who don‟t feel quite ready to let go of agents‟ hands
entirely. In such cases, most centers make it easy for callers to opt out of the IVR and reach a live agent who can help them
with the rest of the call.
The latest trend takes a much more proactive and dynamic approach to assisting customers who embark on a self-service
transaction. “Guided speech” IVR —a.k.a., guided IVR, agent-assisted IVR, hybrid IVR, et al. — combines the technological
potency of advanced speech applications with, when necessary, the human intelligence and understanding of live agents. In
centers that use guided speech IVR, designated agents serve as invisible IVR guides —assisting the center‟s speech
application with recognition on an as-needed basis, thus ensuring that the caller receives the correct information or solution.
Agents not only quickly transcribe what the caller said whenever a recognition problem occurs to facilitate the call flow, they
can also type in open-ended questions for the speech engine to ask the caller to help the IVR gather exactly what it needs to
complete the transaction.
An IVR guide can assist several callers at once — creating a positive self-service experience for each and, consequently,
increasing the likelihood that those callers will choose the less expensive self-service route when interacting with the
company in the future.
That‟s been the experience at Spiegel Brands Inc., a leading retailer in women‟s apparel and home décor. The company‟s
contact center recently implemented Spoken Communications‟ Call Guiding solution, and management is very pleased with
the results so far. “By having our agents act as guides, we are able to provide our customers with a better experience than
traditional IVR,” says Tom Scott, CIO of Spiegel Brands Inc. “…While traditional IVR completion rates have been less than
30 percent, we have been able to experience completion rates of over 70 percent.”

Web Self-Service
Use a natural language search engine. Just as natural language processing is key to successful speech-enabled IVR, it
also drives some of the best Web-based self-service applications. Rather than requiring online customers to enter a few key
words into a search box and hope for the best results, natural language engines enable customers to type in complete
phrases or sentences describing what they are looking for. The search engine instantly analyzes the query, searches the
knowledge base and quickly delivers appropriate content.

Implement a dynamic FAQ application. Considering the sheer volume of contacts that call centers and Web sites receive,
keeping FAQs fresh and relevant can be a challenge without a little help from automation. Dynamic FAQ applications
evaluate past knowledge base queries and responses, as well as content from past email and chat transactions with
customers, then provide lists of potential FAQs to include on the Web site.

Create personalized customer portals. Though many online customers are intrigued by not having to rely on a person to

serve them, they still want the experience to be personal. For many top contact centers, this is easily achieved via customer
portals, which are, in essence, personalized Web pages where customers can access and view their detailed account
information (e.g., balances, past transactions/purchases; pending orders, etc.) by simply entering their username and/or
password.
Such applications — used extensively and expertly by financial institutions, as well as by retailers like Amazon.com, 1-800Flowers and J. Crew — use intelligent and customer-centric technology to track all customer activity and apply that
information to each customer‟s private portal. Amazon customers don‟t even need to log in — they are remembered and
greeted by name upon arrival at the company‟s Web site, and are given access to a slew of personalized options, including
product recommendations and gift ideas based on past purchases and searches.

“Employ” agent avatars. Numerous organizations have started using intelligent, automated avatars — digital characters that
reside on corporate Web sites and serve as customer service, technical support and sales assistants — to add a more
interactive, human touch to the Web self-service environment. Agent avatars interact directly with customers, just as a live
agent would, listening to customers‟ spoken or written requests and comments, and communicating — via voice (or chat) —
often complex information through text-to-speech technology.
Avatars can guide customers to appropriate Web pages, provide quick answers to FAQs, even make small talk and tell
jokes — all at a fraction of the cost of live agent support. Granted, avatars will never completely replace live agents, but they
can dramatically reduce the number of routine and repetitive contacts that living, breathing beings must handle, thus helping
to reduce employee burnout and turnover while creating a positive, memorable online experience for customers.

Monitor the Machines
Whether IVR- or Web-based, a big part of making self-service customer-centric is taking time to monitor your machines.
Ensuring the quality of automated contacts is just as important as ensuring the quality of contacts that involve live agents;
however, few contact centers have carried their quality monitoring programs over to the self-service realm. According to
ICMI‟s 2006 Contact center Customer-Facing Technologies Report, nearly one-third (29.7 percent) of centers that have an
IVR system in place do not regularly monitor customers‟ interactions with the system to ensure that it is functioning properly
and that it is user-friendly. The study also found that only 39.6 percent of centers monitor their customers‟ Web self-service
sessions to ensure optimum usability and satisfaction.
Many leading contact centers have invested in multimedia customer interaction recording tools that can capture a random
sample of customers‟ IVR and online service experiences. On the IVR side, such tools enable the center to see such things
as how easy it is for customers to navigate the IVR and complete transactions, as well as how effectively such front-end
systems route each call when a live agent is requested or required. Some systems can even be programmed to alert
specialists about callers who get entangled in the IVR, or who seem to get confused during the transaction — thus enabling
the contact center to not only fix any glitches but also to contact the customer immediately after the interaction, before their
frustration leads to defection.
On the Web-based side, multimedia interaction recording tools let contact centers uncover such things as how well
customers navigate the Web site; what information they are looking for, and how easy it is to find; and what actions or issues
lead most online customers to abort their self-service transaction and call, email or request a chat session with an agent.
As important as monitoring self-service interactions is, it alone does not fully capture how the customer felt about their
experience. The only way to do that is to ask them — something too few centers actually do: According to ICMI‟s Multichannel Contact Center Report III, only 39 percent and 48.4 percent of centers bother to survey customers who complete
transactions via IVR or Web self service, respectively.
Progressive centers, on the other hand, not only go out of their way to gauge how satisfied customers are with their self-

service experience, these organizations gather such feedback immediately after the interaction — usually via an IVR-based
phone survey or a survey sent via email. Such timely surveying not only ensures that the feedback gathered is accurate
(since the experience is fresh in customers‟ minds), it enables the contact center to take quick action and perform triage
whenever it is determined that a customer is highly dissatisfied.
Why so many centers fail to consistently monitor self-service contacts and gather direct customer feedback regarding those
contacts is baffling. After all, if customers who try to serve themselves have negative experiences, not only are they likely to
return to the more expensive (for the company) live-agent contact options, when they do, they likely aren‟t going to be in the
best of moods. And if their self-service experience is very negative, they might not return at all.

Five Common Web Self-Service Myths
MYTH 1: Self-service is a foolproof way to reduce costs.
BEST PRACTICE: Implement self-service right or don‟t implement it at all.
MYTH 2: Self-service means eliminating customer interactions.
BEST PRACTICE: Implement self-service as a part of a multichannel service strategy to create more valuable customer
interactions.
MYTH 3: Self-service is a quick fix.
BEST PRACTICE: Self-service must be implemented as an “outside-in” strategy across the business; it cannot succeed in a
silo within the enterprise.
MYTH 4: One self-service method fits all customers and their needs. BEST PRACTICE: Some customers prefer self-service
— find out who and why.
MYTH 5: We deployed self-service and contact center volume went down, so we succeeded.
BEST PRACTICE: Monitor and analyze self-service interactions for customer insights; use it as an opportunity to sell, not
just solve problems.
SOURCE: eGain Communications
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Study Shows Humans More Comfortable with Machines

It is the stuff that Hollywood flicks are made of – humans comfortable interacting with machines. They
become an everyday part of life and humans come to rely on the machines for even their existence –
at least until the machines decide they need to rule the world.

It’s safe to say we’re not there, at least not yet, but humans are becoming more comfortable
interacting with voice self-service solutions. According to a new report published by BT (News - Alert)
and Nortel, this channel is being viewed more favorably than ever before by U.S. and U.K. consumers.
The research found that as many as 71 percent of U.S. and U.K. consumers would be happy to receive
a call that used voice recognition to inform them that their plane, train or bus would be late. Another
80 percent reported that they would look favorably on automated calls that informed them of the
time of delivery of goods to their homes.

The report, Fragvergence: Changing Consumer Attitudes to Diverse Contact Channels, was based on
both a quantitative survey of 1,018 U.S. and U.K. consumers and a qualitative set of in-depth
interviews with consumers.
This research revealed that 69 percent of Americans and 66 percent of Britons would prefer that
companies use advanced voice recognition in order to reduce their costs. Not only are consumers
more comfortable with this interaction, lower costs can trickle down to the customer making it a win
for everyone.
While U.S. consumers are still warming to the idea of IVR solutions, they are twice as supportive of call
centers as their U.K. counterparts. In fact, 33 percent of Americans report that these centers deliver
good or excellent service.
Andrew Small, head of CRM capability, BT Global Services (News - Alert), commented in a Tuesday
statement: "It is a misconception that people are afraid of machines and always prefer human
interaction. Business should be awake to this and consider how, why and when customers want to use
a certain channel of communication."
Charlie Wade, Director Product Strategy, Nortel (News - Alert), contributed in Tuesday’s statement:

"With consumers demanding lower prices and better service, and, as the study shows, prioritizing
these over well-known brands or a high quality product, companies need to assess the best possible
strategy for managing their communications with customers.”
“There has to be a balance struck between reducing cost while maintaining and indeed improving,
levels of service in the customer's eyes," Wade added.
Customers appear to have stark preferences on which channels they wish to use for different services,
according to this report. For financial services, for instance, 56 percent of U.S. respondents and half of
U.K. respondents welcomed voice recognition for checking their account balance. Only 12 percent and
13 percent respectively liked the idea of setting up the direct debit using IVR.
At the same time, when considering travel, 56 percent of U.S. respondents and 53 percent of U.K.
respondents were happy to check timetables using voice recognition, but only 23 percent and 16
percent respectively welcomed the interface as a means of purchasing tickets.
Charlie Wade of Nortel commented: "It is a fairly lucid message from consumers. They are saying 'yes
we are happy to use automated channels in certain circumstances and embrace new technology, but
we still expect to choose to speak to a human being where necessary.'"
Andrew Small, head of CRM capability, BT Global Services, shared in the Tuesday statement: "Our
research showed that consumer preferences are both particular to the sector and also the application
being used.”
“Voice self-service is not an appropriate mechanism for many interactions, particularly those that are
emotional or complex, but can be effective for simple and quick activities. Given the speed of
technology development, it is easy to forget that customer preferences also change quickly.”
“It is therefore important to monitor the changing attitudes and behavior of customers and continually
test the usability of new channels and offer customers a choice. Providing the option to talk to a live
agent if a customer becomes frustrated with voice recognition is an important safety net for
preventing customer frustration," Small added.
There is still a long way to go before consumers are ready to see the call center go away and perhaps
we will never get to that point. But, the fact that we are more willing to interact with self-service
portals means that the organization can lower costs and improve customer service delivery – a
satisfying move for all.

Susan J. Campbell is a contributing editor for TMCnet and has also written for eastbiz.com. To read
more of Susan's articles, please visit her columnist page.
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Speech Recognition Research Reveals Improved Customer Satisfaction
Speech recognition research reveals improved customer satisfaction and future trends for its use.
Independent survey results indicate that it’s not just Generation Y who are embracing speech
recognition technology for their customer service requirements
SYDNEY, Australia, 27 February 2008 – The results of an independent survey into speech
recognition customer experience and identified key future trends for the technology The key findings from the research included:
• Customer satisfaction levels with using a speech recognition system are high and the
satisfaction level is statistically significantly higher than in 2005
• The majority of customers would rather use a speech recognition system than wait on
hold for more than 30 seconds to speak to a customer service representative
• The majority of customers would rather use speech recognition to contact customer
service than use web chat, SMS, email, the internet or a traditional IVR system
• Those who choose to use a speech recognition system do so because they find speech is
easy to use and understand and it provides a quick transaction process
• The majority of customers stated that the speech recognition system they used required
no improvements and they were happy with it as it currently operated
The research was conducted in Q3 2007 by independent research firm, callcentres.net who
collected data from 262 Australian end users of speech recognition technology. Customers were
asked to comment on a specific speech recognition application that they had recently used. The
outcomes identified that overall customers are statistically significantly more satisfied with their
experience when using speech recognition in 2007 than they were in 2005. Nearly three out of
five customers were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘extremely satisfied’, which is an 11 percent increase
on research conducted in 2005.
The research also validated that speech recognition was the most preferred self-service
channel overall, with 66% of respondents preferring speech over the internet and 59%
preferring speech to touch-tone IVR. Another interesting result was that since 2005 there has
been a distinct reduction in the length of time that a customer is willing to be on hold prior to
talking to a customer service representative, before their channel choice switches to self service
option. In 2005, on average, customers were willing to wait on hold for up to two minutes
before their channel preference changed to speech recognition, compared to results in 2007
where the length of time on hold to a CSR was only 30 seconds before customer preferences
changed to speech.
In addition to improved customer satisfaction the callcentres.net research revealed a number of
trends relating to customer use and interaction with speech recognition services between the
generations and genders. Speaking to these trends at a recent seminar, Dr. Catriona Wallace,
Director, callcentres.net said, “Confidence has emerged as a key factor influencing satisfaction

with speech recognition. The research shows that frequent users of speech technology have a
statistically significantly higher level of satisfaction with the experience than new or
inexperienced users. It’s also interesting to note that while men are more willing to try
speech recognition, its women who are more likely to become real advocates of the
experience once they’ve used it.”
“Another, perhaps surprising trend, is that Generation X (30-40 years of age) are more likely
than Generation Y (Under 30 years) and Baby Boomers (41-62 years of age) to use speech
recognition to handle their entire transaction, without speaking to a customer service
representative (CSR). Less surprising is that Baby Boomers are statistically significantly more
likely than other generations to use a speech recognition system to have their call directed to a
customer service representative,” said Dr. Wallace
Dr. Wallace continued, “Generation Y is very important for businesses to consider as they are
the most powerful and influential consumer group there has been to-date. They also want to
interact with businesses in different ways to older generations. Gen Y are driven by convenience
and speed and are more than happy to use technology channels to access a company or service. It
is this group who have the highest level of preference for speech recognition as their first channel
of choice.”

